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5

Abstract6

Self-Compacting Concrete is a type of concrete characterized by its high flow ability in the7

fresh state, which makes it very sensitive to changes in its composition. The use of Recycled8

Concrete Aggregate (RCA) for its manufacture affects its compressive strength, although this9

effect is highly conditioned by the characteristics of RCA itself as well as by the composition10

of the mix. This bibliographical review aims to analyze in detail the most common aspects11

that cause the effect of RCA on the compressive strength of SCC not to be always the same.12

Thus, the bibliographical analysis reveals that, although the compressive strength decreases13

linearly with the RCA content if the flow ability of the SCC remains constant, this reduction14

is smaller when only coarse RCA is used. In addition, the use of RCA obtained from concrete15

of higher strength reduces this decrease, as well as the non-compensation of the water16

additionally absorbed by the RCA. The internal curing and the interaction of the RCA with17

different aggregate powders and mineral additions are factors that also favor this dispersion.18

The difficulty in defining the effect of adding RCA to SCC results in the need to19

experimentally study the particular effect of RCA on SCC in each case to ensure that it meets20

the requirements established21

22

Index terms— self-compacting concrete, recycled concrete aggregate; compressive strength; dispersion; mix23
design.24

1 Introduction25

ncreasing sustainability is one of the major challenges that the construction sector is currently facing [1]. Both26
the construction methods and the materials used have great environmental impacts. The impacts related to27
construction methods range from riverbed pollution to deforestation and greenhouse gas emissions. This issue28
has made the elaboration of an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) in each single construction project29
mandatory. In that document, all environmental impacts produced during the building phase must be identified,30
so that the mitigation actions to reduce their relevance in the environment are precisely defined. In addition, it is31
necessary to establish a monitoring system to ensure that the measures adopted successfully fulfill their purpose32
[2]. Regarding construction materials, such as asphalt mixtures or concrete, environmental damage is caused33
by the processes of manufacturing their raw materials. Thus, the bitumen used in asphalt mixtures is obtained34
during the refining of oil, with the consequent emissions of greenhouse gases [3]. Cement, a fundamental material35
for the production of concrete, is one of the main sources of CO 2 emissions, since approximately each ton of36
cement emits one ton of CO 2 to the atmosphere [4]. Finally, Natural Aggregate (NA), which is obtained from37
quarries, is used in both materials, with the consequent damage in the extraction area.38

In the field of construction materials, and the measures adopted to increase their sustainability, one of the39
main research lines is the use of wastes and industrial by-products for their manufacture [5]. There are a large40
number of possibilities, but two wastes/byproducts stand out as substitutes of NA: Electric Arc Furnace Slag41
(EAFS) and Recycled Concrete Aggregate (RCA).42

? EAFS is obtained during the process of manufacturing steel from scrapin electric furnaces. Its sudden cooling43
results in a granular material that can be used as substitute of NA [6]. It is mainly characterized by its high44
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

density, around 3.5 Mg/m 3 , much higher than that of NA (around 2.6 Mg/m 3 ), and its high micro-porosity.45
However, it has a high surface hardness and mechanical strength that allows creating high quality Interfacial46
Transition Zones (ITZ) between it and the cementitious matrix or the bitumen, in concrete and asphalt mixtures47
respectively [7]. ? RCA is obtained from demolition works or by crushing precast concrete elements whose use is48
not possible due to aesthetic or geometric defects [8]. Therefore, this residue can be defined as natural aggregate49
with cementitious matrix (mortar) adhered, which leads it to have a lower density than NA and a notably higher50
water absorption. The smaller the particle size, the lower the density and the higher the water absorption [9].51

Increasing the sustainability of the construction materials has also been sought through their design. For52
example, concrete generally needs an energetic vibration when it is placed on site, so that it adapts perfectly to53
the formwork and the air inside it is expelled. However, at the beginning of the 21st century, Self-Compacting54
Concrete (SCC) emerged, which is characterized by its high flowability, filling ability, and passing ability [10].55
Therefore, this type of concrete is able to adapt to the shape of the formwork and pass through the reinforcements56
without vibration. This is linked to lower energy consumption during its placement, which indirectly saves57
emissions of greenhouse gases from the production of the energy consumed. For the design of this type of58
concrete, a cement paste that can uniformly drag the coarser aggregate particles without producing segregation59
must be obtained [11]. To get this, three key aspects have to be considered, among which an adequate balance60
must be found:61

? Firstly, a suitable ratio between coarse and fine aggregates must be defined. It is common that the content62
of coarse aggregate is lower than the amount of fine aggregate added, unlike the usual practice in conventional63
vibrated concrete [12]. ? Secondly, it is essential to add an aggregate powder that provides particles smaller than64
0.25-0.50 mm. These particles allow obtaining a cement paste with a high dragging capacity [10]. ? Finally, it65
is necessary to use super plasticizers and define a high water-to-cement (w/c) ratio to provide high flowability66
to the cement paste and to get an optimal slump flow or spreading [13].However, the SCC must also have an67
adequate viscosity (V-funnel test) and passing ability (L-box test) [14].68

The use of RCA in the production of vibrated concrete decreases workability mainly due to its higher water69
absorption compared to NA, which can be compensated by increasing the water content [15]. Furthermore, the70
compressive strength is also negatively affected due to the appearance of weaker ITZ with less adherence between71
the coarser particles and the cementitious matrix. Furthermore, the use of fine RCA usually increases the porosity72
of the cementitious matrix, which results in lower strength [16]. However, this behavior is not so clear in SCC73
due to its high sensitivity to changes in its composition [13]. Thus, for example, the workability of SCC may not74
be significantly affected by the use of RCA if the content of particles smaller than 0.25-0.50mm of this material75
is high [17]. On the other hand, the use of RCA can increase compressive strength despite of the adjustment of76
the water content of the SCC mix. This can be explained by the high relevance of the internal curing caused by77
RCA due to its deferred water release [8].78

Therefore, it is clear that there are multiple factors that can affect the compressive strength of SCC79
manufactured with RCA. Moreover, the interactions between them cause that the effect of adding RCA can80
be different although the same amount of RCA is added This article aims to analyze in detail all these aspects.81
For this purpose, a bibliographic review of the different studies in which RCA is used for the elaboration of SCC82
has been conducted and the different factors that can affect this behavior have been identified and explained.83
Furthermore, the reasons why the effect of some of them is not always the same are also analyzed. The final84
objective is to explain how each change in the composition of SCC modifies its compressive strength.85

2 II.86

3 Practical Procedure87

The procedure followed to carry out the bibliographic review was divided in three steps. The objective was to88
conduct this process in a systematic and orderly way.89

? Firstly, all studies in which the behavior of SCC manufactured with coarse and/or fine RCA was addressed90
were searched in different databases, mainly Google Scholar. ? Subsequently, each article found was studied in91
detail, thus identifying the factors that affected the compressive strength of SCC. ? Finally, from the results92
provided by the different studies, trends were established about how each factor affects the compressive strength93
of SCC.94

In addition to analyzing the effect of each factor individually, the simultaneous effect of the different factors95
on the compressive strength of SCC was also evaluated. So, an overview of the effect of RCA on the compressive96
strength of the SCC is also provided.97

4 III.98

5 Results and Discussion99

Through the analysis of the different articles, five aspects that notably condition the compressive strength of100
recycled aggregate SCC were identified: RCA content [13]; quality of the parent concrete from which RCA is101
obtained by crushing [18]; w/c ratio and, therefore, flowability of SCC [8]; interaction between the aggregate102
powder and the mineral additions used [19]; and finally, the internal curing caused by RCA [20].103
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6 a) RCA content104

Recycled Concrete Aggregate (RCA) is a byproduct obtained from rejected concrete elements that are105
subsequently crushed and sieved [21]. It can have two different origins. Firstly, it can be obtained from the106
demolition of existing buildings or structures, so in this case it is mixed with other wastes such as brick, plastic,107
or glass [9]. Secondly, it can be produced from concrete elements rejected due to aesthetic or geometric defects,108
as well as surplus concrete, from the precast industry. RCA is characterized by lower density than Natural109
Aggregate (NA), around 2.4 Mg/m 3 , while its water absorption, around 5-7 %wt., is notably higher [22]. In110
addition, each fraction of this by-product (coarse and fine), regardless of their origin, has particular properties:111

? On the one hand, the coarse fraction (larger than 4 mm) has some mortar adhered to the NA itself as112
a result of the crushing process. This explains the higher density, the lower water absorption, and the higher113
porosity of this fraction compared to fine RCA [23]. Besides, this adhered mortar also causes the appearance of114
Interfacial Transition Zones (ITZ), union zones between the aggregate and the cementitious matrix, less dense115
and weaker than those produced by NA [24]. The lower density of the adhered mortar and its higher porosity116
cause this problem.117

? On the other hand, the fine fraction (size less than 4 mm) shows a mixed behavior. While the larger particles118
have similar characteristics to the coarse fraction, the smaller particles are mixed with particles of both other119
components (gypsum, clay ...) and altered cement [17]. The presence of particles from other components is120
especially common in RCA from demolition works, which generally reduce the purity of this by-product [8].121

The presence of those components is harmful for the strength of any type of concrete, including that122
manufactured with RCA.123

Therefore, it can be observed that RCA has different disadvantages compared to NA, which decrease the124
compressive strength of SCC [25]. There are multiple factors that impact negatively. On the one hand, the use125
of coarse RCA leads to an increased porosity of the cementitious matrix due the porosity of the adhered mortar126
itself [9]. Nevertheless, the most notable effect is that produced by the addition of fine RCA, which modifies the127
rheology of the cementitious matrix and increases its porosity more notably [26]. On the other hand, the weaker128
ITZ caused by using RCA favor the sliding between the aggregate and the cementitious matrix, generally where129
the adhered mortar is found [24]. In addition, both phenomena are usually combined, as it is usual that the130
increase of porosity caused by fine RCA occurs mainly in the area of the ITZ, due to the existing discontinuity131
between materials [24]. All this commonly leads to adherence problems between these two components, instead of132
the breakage of the aggregate, which is the optimal situation that would allow reaching the maximum compressive133
strength [17]. In case the aggregate breaks when adding RCA, it usually occurs through the adhered mortar,134
weaker than the aggregate that forms the RCA, and, therefore, the load to get this breakage is lower than that135
obtained when NA is used [16].136

All of the above aspects cause a situation that can be considered logical. The increase of the RCA content,137
regardless of the fraction used, decreases the compressive strength of the SCC [13]. Although both RCA fractions138
are detrimental to the compressive strength, generally the effect of the fine fraction is more pronounced due to139
its greater effect on both the ITZ and the porosity of the cementitious matrix [27]. When adding RCA, if the140
workability of the SCC remains constant, the existing literature shows that the decrease in strength usually141
occurs linearly [28]. However, the slope of this line can vary very notably due to numerous aspects, such as the142
properties of RCA (purity of fine RCA, mechanical properties of the parent concrete?) [29], as well as the dosage143
of the SCC itself. Therefore, it is clear that a precise study of the characteristics of RCA and the control of the144
compressive strength of the SCC manufactured with it is necessary for the correct and safe use of this waste.145

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the compressive strength of SCC manufactured with different RCA contents146
according to different studies. In each of them, different RCA fractions were used: only coarse RCA [30], only fine147
RCA [31], or fine RCA with 100% coarse RCA [17]. It can be seen that the mentioned slope of the line is different148
in each case, although the linear adjustment is adequate for all of them, reaching R2 correlation coefficients higher149
than 95 %. Furthermore, this slope is higher when using fine RCA due to the fact that its properties are worse150
for its use in SCC. It can therefore be concluded that, regardless of the particular characteristics of the RCA151
used, the decrease in strength is proportional to the amount of RCA added.152

7 b) Properties of the parent concrete153

In the field of concrete manufactured with RCA, the term ”parent concrete” refers to the concrete from which154
RCA is obtained by crushing [32]. It is obvious that this parent concrete may have notably different compositions,155
which would lead to completely different properties [33]. Thus, the parent concrete may presentvery different156
compressive strength, which can range from the minimum required value by international standards for structural157
concrete [34], 25 MPa, to strengths in the order of 130-140 MPa (ultra-highperformance concrete) [35]. Those158
different compositions also result in different work abilities, which in turn influence the strength that the concrete159
develops. The raw materials are also remarkably influent, because in each geographical area, the aggregates and160
cement produced are completely different. Thus, trying to establish a global overview about how the parent161
concrete conditions the compressive strength of the SCC is extremely complicated [36].162

This variability of the quality of RCA causes a dispersion of the compressive strength of the SCC, which in turn163
hinders both its precise definition and its possible prediction [13]. Nevertheless, a clear rule can be established:164
the use of a parent concrete of higher quality, that is, higher strength, results in a higher quality RCA [37], which165
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8 C) WATER-TO-CEMENT RATIO, FLOWABILITY

leads recycled aggregate SCC to have a higher strength [12]. This behavior is closely related to two aspects166
commented in the previous section:167

? Firstly, the use of RCA from a parent concrete of higher strength results in the appearance of more robust168
ITZ. Since the weakest part of the ITZ is the contact area between the adhered mortar and the cementitious169
matrix, this is where the adhesion problems between the RCA and the cementitious matrix usually occur [38].170
A higher-strength adhered mortar, thanks to the use of a higher-strength concrete, makes this zone less sensitive171
to the application of a force and does not produce the failure in that area so easily [39]. ? Secondly, the most172
beneficial situation is the presence of an adhered mortar of the highest possible strength [40]. In this way, the173
breakage is more likely to occur both through the adhered mortar and through the NA that composes the RCA.174
This situation is possible thanks to the higher strength of the adhered mortar, which causes a more similar175
behavior to NA [41]. This in turn results in an increase of the compressive strength of the SCC manufactured176
with this by-product.177

Within this situation, the source from which RCA is obtained (demolition works or precast elements) is also178
important [8]. The concrete used in the precast industry usually has a higher strength due to the singular179
characteristics of the elements that are manufactured with it. In addition, the presence of the previously180
mentioned contaminants is usually notably lower [23].181

Therefore, the RCA from the precast industry has better properties for its use (higher strength, less quantity182
of harmful components...) which leads to the development of SCC with higher strength and, in general, with a183
better behavior in the hardened state [42].184

8 c) Water-to-cement ratio, flowability185

The water content of concrete is generally expressed by the quotient between the amount of water and cement186
added to the mix (water-to-cement ratio, w/c) [34]. Ifmineral additions with pozzolanic properties, such as fly187
ash or ground granulated blast furnace slag, are also included, this quotient is usually labelled waterto-binder188
(w/b) ratio, and both the cement and the different mineral additions used to partially replace or supplement it189
are considered binders [43]. In concrete, the amount of water added is essential for two different properties:190

? On the one hand, the content of water added defines the workability of the mixture [44]. Thus, in general,191
the greater the water content of the concrete, the greater its workability. Therefore, regarding SCC, the higher192
the w/c (or w/b) ratio, the higher the flowability [45]. However, to obtain an adequate flowability in the SCC193
it is necessary, in addition, to consider other design criteria indicated in the introduction (adequate powder194
content, correct relationship between the amount of coarse and fine aggregate added to the mix, and addition of195
an adequate amount and type of superplasticizer) [14].196

? On the other hand, the w/c ratio also plays a fundamental role regarding concrete strength. A higher water197
content leads to a greater dilution of the cement particles and, in turn, to a decrease of the strength [46]. The198
commonly high w/c ratio of SCC leads the strength of this type of concrete to be even more sensitive to the199
modification of this parameter [47].200

These two aspects show that the water content in all types of concrete, but especially in SCC, has to be precisely201
defined to achieve adequate workability without a great loss of strength [48]. In this way, both properties must202
be adjusted to the requirements established for the specific application in which the concrete will be used [7].203

RCA has different characteristics from NA, among which, regarding concrete’s workability, its higher water204
absorption stands out [32]. This causes that the water not absorbed by the aggregate is reduced when this by-205
product is used [47]. This leads to a lower amount of water that reacts with cement, which results in a decrease206
of workability [19]. When RCA is added, workability is also diminished by the irregular shape of the particles of207
this material, which increases the friction between the mix components [49]. The increase of the water content208
also partially compensates for this phenomenon [50].209

As mentioned in section 3.1, the effect of using RCA can be precisely defined maintaining the workability210
(flowability) of the SCC constant [35]. However, the design of a concrete does not have to meet this criterion,211
which favors an increase in the dispersion of its compressive strength [34]. Thus, the use of 100 % RCA but212
without a total compensation of its water absorption can allow obtaining a SCC with higher strength than the213
concrete manufactured with 100 % NA [16]. This solution is generally suitable for coarse RCA, since the presence214
of components of different nature is generally reduced, even if it proceeds from demolition works, and it does not215
alter the expected behavior of RCA [13]. However, the situation is completely different in relation to the use of216
fine RCA, due to its greater influence on the microstructure and porosity of the SCC. In addition, its content of217
other components is higher, which can alter the expected performance [32]. Thus, it can be observed that the218
effect of the water content cannot be defined either, especially when the fine fraction of this by-product is used.219
Therefore, the water content of the SCC is other parameter that can alter the strength behavior of SCC [42].220

It is also important to note that the flowability of SCC significantly influences the effect of RCA. In general,221
the use of a SCC of lower flowability while maintaining the other variables constant reduces the loss of strength222
caused by RCA [13]. On the other hand, the flowability of SCC depends largely on the amount of water added223
to the mixture. Unlike conventional vibrated concrete, a minimal decrease of the water content can result in224
a significant change of workability, i.e., of the slump-flow class [14]. It is clear that the decrease of the water225
content can compensate for the decrease of strength initially caused by the use of RCA, but inevitably, this will226
cause a decrease in the workability (flowability) of the SCC [15]. Flowability is the differential aspect of SCC,227
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and its modification at high levels can render the use of this type of concrete meaningless [10]. Therefore, it228
is fundamental to obtain a balance between the increase of strength and the reduction of flowability that the229
adjustment of the water content when adding RCA causes.230

As an example, Figure 2 shows the results of a study carried out by Fiol et al. [8]. In this research work,231
the non-compensation of the water content led to an increase of the strength when different contents of RCA232
from precast elements were added. However, the use of this strategy also resulted in a significant decrease of233
the slump flow of the SCC produced. This clearly shows the need of finding the balance between these two234
aspects, flowability and strength, when the water content is adjusted to compensate for the negative effect of235
RCA. Finally, it is also important to highlight the usefulness of the staged mixing processes to maximize the236
flowability of SCC. These processes consist of adding the different components of the mixture in a progressive237
way, not all simultaneously, and applying an intermediate mixing process [51]. A typical mixing process consists,238
for example, of the following two stages:239

? Adding RCA with a certain amount of water (usually 70 % of the mixing water) and mixing for 3-5 minutes.240
? Addition of the cement, the remaining water, and the super plasticizer. Mixing for another 3-5 minutes.241

This procedure allows maximizing the flowability of SCC by adding RCA without excessively increasing the242
water content [31]. The first stage maximizes the water absorption of the RCA, so that its increase compared243
to that of NA does not affect the flowability of the SCC. In the second stage, effective hydration of cement is244
achieved, maximizing flowability and strength, by adding water specifically intended for hydration. In this way,245
the amount of additional water to remain the flowability constant when using RCA is reduced [47]. This enables246
to reduce the decrease of compressive strength experienced by the SCC when this residue is added [51]. Thus,247
the mixing process also favors the dispersion of the compressive strength.248

9 d) Aggregate powder and binder249

In order to obtain self-compactability, concrete must have a high content of particles smaller than 0.25-0.50 mm250
[14]. Cement provides an important proportion of these particles, but, generally, it is necessary to complete it251
with the addition of an aggregate powder. The aggregate powder is a very fine aggregate fraction that provides252
the particles of that size [27]. The most commonly used aggregate powder is limestone filler, with a particle size253
under 0.063 mm [17]. However, the use of limestonefines 0/1.2 mm has also shown to be a good option, because254
it allows creating a very compact cement paste in the fresh state that efficiently drags the coarsest aggregate255
particles, even when heavy aggregates, such as the Electric Arc Furnace Slag (EAFS), are used [48].256

The content of aggregate powder added to SCC is not a trivial issue, as this material also provides strength257
to SCC by supplementing the cement due to its small particle size. Moreover, its addition in a correct quantity258
allows obtaining a greater flowability by adding less water, since it allows creating a cement paste with high259
dragging capacity [52]. This in turn results in a lower dilution of the cement and in a higher compressive strength260
[12].261

The type of aggregate powder added is also relevant, especially when using fine RCA. As previously mentioned,262
RCA has significant influence on the rheology of the cement paste, so its use generally leads to an increase of the263
micro-porosity of the mixtures [26]. If there is not an optimal affinity between the aggregate powder and the fine264
RCA, which contains particles of the same size as the aggregate powder, this micro-porosity can be increased,265
resulting in a reduction of the compressive strength [51].266

The use of mineral additions with pozzolanic properties has the same effect as the nature of the aggregate267
powder [13]. In the case of SCC with RCA, the mineral addition whose effect has been studied in more detail is268
fly ash, which increases the percentage decrease of strength when RCA is added (without modifying the type and269
quantity of binder used when varying the RCA content) [53]. The increase in the microporosity of the mixture270
due to the interaction between fine RCA and fly ash explains this behavior [29].271

10 e) Internal curing272

As indicated above, the water absorption of RCA is higher than that of NA, which causes this byproduct to273
absorb a greater amount of water during the mixing process [9]. The water absorbed does not remain indefinitely274
inside the aggregate, but is released in a delayed and slow way by the RCA. Part of that water is released once275
the concrete has hardened. Therefore, RCA provides water in a deferred way to the cementitious matrix, thus276
allowing a deferred hydration of the cement non-effectively hydrated during the mixing process [54]. This causes277
the long-term increase of strength of the SCC made with RCA to be more noticeable compared to conventional278
concrete (100% NA) [17].279

In view of the above, it is clear that the effectiveness of this internal curing depends on the level of water280
absorption of the RCA [33]. Thus, the use of fine RCA, with higher water absorption than the coarse fraction281
of this waste [9], performs an internal curing that increases the compressive strength of the SCC more effectively282
[55]. The better this internal curing, the better the hydration of the cement, which allows reducing the decrease283
of strength caused by RCA [55]. The last compressive-strength-dispersion factor analyzed is, therefore, the water284
absorption of the RCA.285
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12 CONCLUSIONS

11 f) Global overview286

Many factors influence the compressive strength of SCC. In addition, the great sensitivity of this type of concrete287
to all the aspects mentioned makes the effect of all the factors even more remarkable [21]. Figure 3 shows the288
quotient between the compressive strength of the SCC made with RCA and the compressive strength of a SCC289
with the same composition but with 100 % NA (reference concrete) for the mixes developed in different research290
works [8,29,49,53,[56][57][58][59][60]. Thus, the values less than 1.00 correspond to cases in which the compressive291
strength of SCC increased when RCA was added, while the values higher than 1.00 refer to SCC with RCA that292
presented a lower strength than the reference concrete. This figure provides a clear representation of the ideas293
addressed in this article:294

? Firstly, the effect of RCA on the compressive strength of SCC depends on many factors, such as the RCA295
content, the quality of this by-product, the amount of water added to the mixture, and even the water absorption296
of the RCA itself. Thus, it cannot be stated categorically whether the use of RCA will increase or reduce the297
compressive strength of SCC, as this will depend largely on the mix design. ? Any RCA content can lead to an298
SCC of higher strength than that obtained with 100% NA. Once again, this will depend on the composition of299
the mix. IV.300

12 Conclusions301

Throughout this article, the effect of the addition of Recycled Concrete Aggregate (RCA) on the compressive302
strength of Self-Compacting Concrete (SCC) has been studied. This type of concrete is very sensitive to changes303
in its composition, so the effect of RCA on the compressive strength can be very noticeable. However, this304
sensitivity also causes that any small change to affect the compressive strength differently, so the effect of RCA305
may be different than expected. From all the above, the following conclusions can be drawn:306

? If the flowability of SCC remains constant, the compressive strength of SCC decreases linearly with RCA307
content, regardless of the fraction used. This decrease is usually more noticeable when fine RCA is used due to308
the presence of altered cement particles or from other materials, such as brick or gypsum, in it. ? The higher309
the quality (strength) of the concrete from which the RCA is obtained by crushing, the higher the strength of310
the SCC manufactured with it. The use of a concrete of higher strength results in the behavior of this residue311
being more similar to that of natural aggregate.312

? The non-modification of the water content when RCA is added can compensate for the decrease of strength313
experienced by SCC when RCA is added, especially when the coarse fraction of this waste is used. However,314
this will lead to a decrease of the flowability of SCC, so a balance must be found between the desired fresh and315
hardened state behavior. ? The interaction between the aggregate powder used to achieve self-compactability316
and the fine RCA also significantly conditions the compressive strength of SCC. A bad interaction can cause an317
increase of the micro-porosity, with the consequent additional decrease of the compressive strength of SCC. ?318
Increased water absorption by RCA can reduce the decrease of compressive strength in the long term. This is319
because a higher water absorption leads to a remarkable internal curing and thus, a more efficient hydration of320
the cement. Overall, the effect of adding RCA to SCC cannot be predicted, as it is conditioned by numerous321
factors that depend on the composition of the mixture. Therefore, it is advisable to experimentally study the322
behavior of the SCC when RCA is added and to check whether it meets the requirements of the application in323
which SCC is being used.324
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